Abstract. This paper shows how Markovian segmentation algorithms used to solve well known computer vision problems such as motion estimation, motion detection and stereovision can be significantly accelerated when implemented on programmable graphics hardware. More precisely, this contribution exposes how the parallel abilities of a standard Graphics Processing Unit (usually devoted to image synthesis) can be used to infer the labels of a label field. The computer vision problems addressed in this paper are solved in the maximum a posteriori (MAP) sense with an optimization algorithm such as ICM or simulated annealing. To do so, the fragment processor is used to update in parallel every labels of the segmentation map while rendering passes and graphics textures are used to simulate optimization iterations. Results show that impressive acceleration factors can be reached, especially when the size of the scene, the number of labels or the number of iterations is large. Hardware results have been obtained with programs running on a mid-end affordable graphics card.
Introduction
Graphics hardware nowadays available are often equipped with a so called Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). This unit can execute general purpose programs independently of the CPU and the central memory. As the name implies, this architecture was optimized to solve typical graphics problems in the goal of rendering complex scenes in real-time. Because of the very nature of conventional graphics scenes, graphics hardware have been designed to efficiently manipulate texture, vertices and pixels. These primitives are processed either by the vertex processor or the fragment processor. What makes these processors so efficient is their fundamental ability to process vertices and fragments (see pixels) in parallel, involving interesting acceleration factors.
However, in spite of appearances, it is possible to take advantage of the parallel abilities of programmable graphics hardware to solve problems that goes beyond graphics. This is what people call general-purpose computation on GPUs (GPGPU). Some authors have shown that applications such as fast Fourier transforms [1] , linear algebra [2] , motion estimation and spatial segmentation could run on graphics hardware [3, 4] . Even if these applications have little in common with traditional computer graphics, they all share a common denominator: they are problems solved by parallizable algorithms.
This paper presents how Markovian segmentation algorithms used to solve computer vision problems such as motion detection [5] , motion estimation [6] and stereovision [7] , can be significantly accelerated when implemented on a typical GPU. These computer vision problems are herein expressed by Markovian energy-based models through Gibbs distribution. This framework stipulates that a solution (also called label field or segmentation map) is optimal when it minimizes a global energy function made of a likelihood term and a prior term [8] .
For all Markovian energy-based model, the label field has to be inferred by an optimization algorithm such as simulated annealing (SA) [9] , ICM [10] or HFC [11] . Although ICM and HFC are much faster than SA, the processing time of these deterministic optimization algorithms can be very much prohibitive. In this contribution, we expose how optimizers such as SA or ICM -used to solve energy-based computer vision problems-can be significantly accelerated when implemented on programmable graphics hardware. Even if GPUs are cutting edge technologies made for graphics rendering, implementing a MAP segmentation algorithm on a fragment processor isn't much more difficult than writing it in a typical C-like procedural language.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a review of the Markovian theory is proposed before Section 3 presents the three computer vision problems we are interested into. Section 4 presents the optimization algorithms ICM and SA after which Section 5 gives a look to the graphics hardware architecture. Finally, Section 6 shows some experimental results before Section 7 concludes.
Markovian Segmentation
The computer vision problems this contribution tackles can be seen as segmentation problems. As a matter of fact, these vision problems aim at subdividing observed input images into uniform regions by grouping pixels having high-level features in common such as motion or depth. Starting with some observed data Y (which is typically one or more input images), the goal of any segmentation process is to infer a label field X containing the class labels (i.e. labels indicating whether a pixel belongs or not to a moving area or a certain depth). In computer vision, X and Y are generally defined over a rectangular lattice of size N × M represented by S = {s|0 ≤ s < N × M} where s is a site located at the Cartesian position (i, j) (for simplicity, s is sometimes defined as a pixel). It is common to represent by a low-case variable such as x or y, a realization of the label field or the observation field. For each site s ∈ S, its corresponding element x s in the label field takes a value in Γ = {e 1 , e 2 , ..., e N } where N is the total number of classes. In the case of motion detection for example, N can be set to 2 and Γ = {StaticClass,MobileClass}. Similarly, the observed value y s takes a value in Λ = { 1 , 2 , ..., ζ } where ζ is set to 2 8 for gray-scale images and 2 24 for color images. In short, a segmentation model is made of an observation field y that is to be decomposed into N classes by inferring a label field x. In the context of this paper, the goal is to find an optimal labelingx which maximizes the a posteriori probability P (X = x|Y = y) (that we represent by P (x|y) for simplicity), also called the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate [8] :
x MAP = arg max x P (x|y). With Bayes theorem, this equation can be rewritten aŝ
or equivalentlyx MAP = arg max x P (y|x)P (x) since P (y) isn't related to x. Assuming that X and Y are Markov Random Fields (MRF) and according to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [8] , the a posteriori probability P (x|y) -as well as the likelihood P (y|x) and the prior P (x)-follows a Gibbs distribution, namely
where λ x|y is a normalizing constant and U (x, y) is an energy function. Combining Eq. (1) and (2), the optimization problem at hand can be formulated as an energy minimization problem i.e.:
, where W (x, y) and V (x) are respectively the likelihood and prior energy functions. If we assume that the noise in y isn't correlated, the global energy function U (x, y) can be represented by a sum of local energy functions such aŝ
Here, η s is the neighborhood around site s and V ηs (x s ) = c∈Cs V c (x s ) is a sum of potential functions defined on so-called cliques c. Function V c (x s ) defines the relationship between two neighbors defined by c, a binary clique linking a site s to a neighbor r. Notice thatx MAP is estimated with an optimization procedure such as SA or ICM which are typically slow algorithms. Details of these algorithms are discussed in Section 4.
Computer Vision Problems

Motion Detection
Among the first paper in computer vision in which a MAP framework was used is the one by Bouthemy and Lalande [5] . In their paper, they proposed a simple energy-based model to solve the problem of motion detection. The solution presented in this Section was inspired of their work. The goal of motion detection is to segment an animated image sequence into mobile and static regions. For this kind of application, moving pixels are the ones with a non-zero displacement vector, no matter what direction or speed they might have. Bouthemy and Lalande's [5] paper influenced many subsequent contributions including the one by Dumontier et al [12] who proposed a parallel hardware architecture to detect motion in real time. Unfortunately, the hardware they used was specifically designed and is not, to our knowledge, available on the market.
As for Bouthemy and Lalande [5] 's method, the solution here proposed is based on the concept of temporal gradient and doesn't require the estimation of an optical flow. From two successive frames f (t) and f (t + 1), the observation field y is defined as the temporal derivative of the intensity function df /dt namely y = |f (t + 1) − f (t)|. Assuming that scene illumination variation is small, the likelihood energy function linking the observation field to the label field is defined by the following equation
where m p is a constant and σ is the variance of the Gaussian noise. Because of the very nature of the problem, N = 2 and x s ∈ {0, 1} where 0 and 1 correspond to static and moving labels. As for the prior energy term, as in [5] and [12] , the following Potts model was implemented
The overall energy function to be minimized is thus defined by
where η s is a second order neighborhood (eight neighbors). Notice that this solution makes the implicit assumption that the camera is still and that moving objects were shot in front of a static background. To help smooth out interframe changes, one can add a temporal prior energy term V τ (x s ) linking label x s estimated at time t and the one estimated at time t − 1.
Motion Estimation
The goal of motion estimation is to estimate the direction and magnitude of optical motion over each site s ∈ S of an animated sequence [13, 14] . Among the solutions proposed in the literature, many are based on an hypothesis called lightness consistency. This hypothesis stipulates that a site s ∈ S at time t keeps its intensity after it moved at time t+1. Although this hypothesis excludes noise, scene illumination variation, and occlusion (and thus is an extreme simplification of the true physical nature of the scene) it allows simple energy functions to generate fairly good results. Under the terms of this hypothesis, the goal of motion estimation is to find, for each site s ∈ S, an optical displacement vector v s for which f s (t) ≈ f s+vs (t + 1). In other words, the goal is to find a vector fieldv for whichv
Notice that the absolute difference could be replaced by a cross-correlation distance. Such strategy is called region-matching. In the context of Eq. (7), the observation field y is the input image sequence and y(t) is a frame at time t. The label field x is a vector field made of 2D vectors defined as x s = v s = (ζ i , ζ j ) where ζ i , ζ j are integers taken between −d max and d max as shown in Fig. 1 (b) .
Eq. (7) has one major limitation which comes from the fact that real-world sequences contain textureless areas and/or areas with occlusions. Typically, over these areas more than one vector x s have a minimum energy, although only one is valid. This is the well known aperture problem [15] . In order to guaranty the uniqueness of a consistent solution, several approaches have been proposed [13] . Among these approaches, many add a regularization term (or smoothness constraints) whose essential role is to rightly constrain the ill-posed nature of this inverse problem. These constraints typically encourage neighboring vectors to point in the same direction with the same magnitude. In the context of the MAP, these constraints can be expressed as a prior energy function such as the Potts model of Eq.(5). However, since the number of labels can be large (here (2d max + 1)
2 ), we empirically observed that a smoother function was better suited. The following linear function was implemented :
, where c is a binary clique linking site s to site r. Notice that other smoothing functions are available [15] . The global energy function U (x, y) to be minimized is obtained by combining Eq. (7) to V c (x s ) as follows
Let us mentioned that Konrad and Dubois [6] did proposed a similar solutionshort of a line process they used to help preserve edges.
Stereovision
The goal of stereovision is to estimate the relative depth of 3D objects from two (or more) images of a scene. For simplicity purposes, many stereovision methods use two images taken by cameras aligned on a linear path with parallel optical axis (this setup is explained in detail in Scharstein and Szelisky's review paper [7] ). To simplify the problem, stereovision algorithms often make some assumptions on the true nature of the scene. One common assumption (which is similar to motion estimation's lightness consistency assumption) states that every point visible in one image is also visible (with the same color) in the second image. Thus, the goal of stereovision algorithms based on such assumption is to estimate the distance between each site s (with coordinate (i, j)) in one image to its corresponding site t (with coordinate (i + d s , j) 
where y mat is the second image familiarly called the matching image. Notice that the absolute value could be replaced by a quadratic or a robust function [7] . In the context of the MAP, C(.) is the likelihood energy function and the disparity map d is the label field to be estimated. Thus, to ensure uniformity with Section 2's notation, the cost function of Eq.(8) will be defined as C(s, x, y).
To ensure spatial smoothness, two strategies have been traditionally proposed. The first one is to convolute C(s, x, y) with a low-pass filter or a so-called aggregation filter w (see [7] for details on aggregation). Although a prefiltering step slows down the segmentation process, it can significantly reduce the effect of noise and thus enhance result quality. Spatial smoothness can also be ensured by adding a prior energy term V ηs (x) of the form V ηs (x) = s∈S c∈ηs |x s − x t |. ) (9) where β S is a constant. Notice that some authors minimize only the likelihood energy function W (x, y) assuming the low-pass filter is enough to ensure spatial smoothness. This strategy, called Winner-Take-All (WTA), is greedy and converges after only one iteration. Another way to save on processing time is to pre-compute the likelihood function in a 3D 
Optimization Procedures
Since Eq.(3) has no analytical solution,x has to be estimated with an optimization algorithm. An optimization procedure we have implemented is the simulated annealing (SA) which is a stochastic relaxation algorithm similar to the Gibbs sampler. The concept of SA is based on the manner in which some material recrystallize when slowly cooled down after being heated at a high temperature. The final state (called the frozen ground state) is reached when temperature gets down to zero. Similarly, SA searches for the global minima by cooling down a temperature factor T [9] from an initial temperature T MAX down to zero. In this paper, the system probability is made of the global energy function (here U (x, y)) and a temperature factor T . This probability function is similar to Boltzmann's probability function [9] which can be written as
where λ is a normalization factor. The SA algorithm is presented in Table 1 . U (ei, ys) , ∀ei ∈ Γ 2b xs ← according to P (xs|ys), randomly select ei ∈ Γ 3 T ← T * cooling Rate 5 Repeat steps 2-3 until T ≤ TMIN 1 Initialize x 2 xs = arg mine i ∈Γ U (ei, ys) ∀s ∈ S 3 Repeat step 2 until x stabilizes
The major limitation with SA is the number of iterations it requires to reach the frozen ground state. This makes SA unsuitable to many applications for which time is an important factor. This explains the effort of certain researchers to find faster optimization procedures. One such optimization procedure is Besag's ICM algorithm [10] . Starting with an initial configuration x [0] , ICM iteratively minimizes U (x, y) in a deterministic manner by selecting, for every site s ∈ S, the label e i ∈ Γ that minimizes the energy function at that point. Since ICM isn't stochastic, it cannot exit local minima and thus, requires x to be initialized near the global minima. ICM algorithm is presented in Tab 1.
Graphics Hardware Architecture
Most graphics hardware are designed to fit the so-called graphics processing pipeline [16, 17] . This pipeline is made of various stages which sequentially transform images and geometric input data into an output image stored in a section of graphics memory called the framebuffer. Part of the framebuffer (the front buffer) is meant to be visible on the display device. During the past few years, the major breakthrough in graphics hardware has been that the vertex processing and fragment processing stages have been made programmable. These two stages can now be programmed using C-like languages to process vertex and fragments in parallel. Because the GPU is an inherently parallel processing unit, mapping general computation problems to its unique architecture becomes very interesting [3] .
The fragment processor is better suited for image processing problems than the vertex processor, simply because it is the only part of the graphics pipeline that has access to both input memory (texture memory) and output memory (the framebuffer). Let us mention that a fragment is a per-pixel data structure created at the rasterization stage and containing data such as color, texture coordinates and depth. A fragment is meant to update a unique location in the framebuffer. This location covers one or many pixels.
Markovian Segmentation on GPU
As one might expect, fragment programs (also called fragment shader) have some specificities as compared to ordinary C/C++ programs. The most important ones are the following:
1. a fragment program is made to process each fragment in parallel; 2. the framebuffer and the depthbuffer are the only memory a fragment program can write into; 3. the only data a fragment program can read is contained in the texture memory, in built-in variable or in user-defined variable. It cannot read the content of the framebuffer or the depthbuffer; 4. since a fragment program cannot read the framebuffer and since each fragment are processed in parallel, fragment programs cannot exchange information. GPUs do not provide its programs with access to general-purpose memory.
With such limitations, minimizing a global Markovian energy function such as Eq.(3) can be tricky. In fact, three main problems have to be overcome. Firstly, when performing a Markovian segmentation, fragment operations should be performed on every pixel of the input scene. As such, a 1 : 1 mapping from the input pixels to the output buffer pixels is necessary. This is achieved by rendering a screen-aligned rectangle covering a window with exactly the same size as the input image. This generates exactly the right amount of fragments in the graphics pipeline such that a label estimated by a fragment program will be copied into one and only one pixel of the framebuffer. Such implementation is illustrated in Table 2 . Notice that a fragment program is launched over each pixel when the rectangle is rendered (line 4). In this way, the N ×M label field x is estimated with the help of one CPU program and N × M fragment programs. In other words, the CPU program renders the scene and manages the texture memory while a fragment program minimizes the energy function U (x s , y s ) for each pixel. Table 2 . High level representation of an ICM hardware segmentation program. For an SA implementation, a temperature factor as well as a cooling rate shall be added. The first program (line 1 to 7) is the C/C++ CPU program loading the fragment program, rendering the scene and managing textures. The second program (line 1-2) is the fragment program launched on every pixel when the scene is rendered (line 4). Notice that images x and y are contained into texture memory.
1 Copy the input images into texture memory 2 Compile, link and load fragment shader (FS) on the GPU 3 Specify parameters of FS (βMD,βME or βS for example) 4 Render a rectangle covering a window of size N × M 5
Copy the framebuffer into texture memory 6 Repeat steps 4 and 5 until convergence 7 Copy the framebuffer into a C/C++ array if needed 1xs ← arg minx s U (xs, ys) 2 framebuffers ←xs
The second problem comes from the fourth limitation. Since GPUs provide no general-purpose memory, one might wonder how the prior energy function V ηs can be implemented on a fragment program since it depends on the neighboring labels x t contained in the (write-only) framebuffer. As shown in Table 2 , after rendering the scene, the CPU program copies the framebuffer into texture memory (line 5). In this way, the texture memory contains not only the input images, but also the label field x computed during the previous iteration. Thus, V ηs is computed with labels iteratively updated and not sequentially updated as it is generally the case. Such strategy was already proposed by Besag [10] and successfully tested by other authors [12] . Notice that the iterative nature of ICM and SA is reproduced with multiple rendering of the rectangle (lines 4-5-6).
The last problem with shaders comes with their inability to generate random numbers such as needed by SA. As a workaround, we generate a random image that we copy in texture memory where the shader can access it.
Computer Vision on GPU
With the technique illustrated in table 2, performing motion detection, motion estimation and stereovision on a GPU is fairly straightforward. Since the shading languages available to write fragment programs (NVIDIA's Cg language in our case) are similar to C, the software programs can be reused almost directly.
The implementation of the three fragment shaders is conceptually very similar since they all minimize an energy function made of a likelihood term and a prior term. There is one exception though when stereovision requires a pre-filtering step ((w  *  C)(s, x, y) ). We deal with this situation by pre-computing C(s, x s , y s ) in a 3D DSI table located in texture memory. This 3D table is then filtered with w after which the optimization procedure (SA, ICM or WTA) is launched.
Experimental Results
Results compare software and hardware implementations of the three applications we have discussed so far. The goal being to show how fast a segmentation program implemented on a GPU is compared to its implementation on a CPU. The software programs were implemented in C++ while NVIDIA's Cg language was used to implement the fragment shaders. All programs were executed on a conventional home PC equipped with a AMD Athlon 2.5 Ghz, 2.0 Gig of RAM and a NVIDIA 6800 GT graphics card. NVIDIA fp40 Cg profile was used in addition to the cgc compiler version 1.3.
Every results were made after varying some variables. In Fig. 2 Fig. 2 . Acceleration factor for the motion detection, motion estimation and stereovision programs between 3 × 3 and 7 × 7. The number of iterations was set to 10 for ICM and to 500 for SA. Every results are expressed as an acceleration factor between the software and hardware execution time.
As shown in Fig 2, the hardware implementation is faster than its software counterpart by a factor between 10 and 100 approximately. Notice that the acceleration factor is generally more important for color sequences than for grayscale sequences. This is explained by the fact that the likelihood energy function W is more expensive to compute with RGB vectors than for grayscale values. Thus, distributing this extra load on a fragment processor results in a more appreciable acceleration factor.
For stereovision, we have tested the three tasks we have made reference to in Section 5.2, namely the computation of DSI, the aggregation filtering, and the optimization procedure (SA, ICM and WTA). As can be seen, the acceleration factor for ICM and SA is more important than for WTA. This can be explained by the fact that WTA is a very trivial and efficient algorithm (it converges in only one iteration). The computational load to distribute on the GPU is thus less important than for ICM and SA.
Conclusion
This paper shows how programmable graphics hardware can be used to performe typical energy-based segmentation applied to computer vision. Results show that the parallel abilities of GPUs significantly accelerate these applications (by a factor of 10 to 100 approximately) without requiring any specific skills in hardware programming. Such hardware implementation is usefull especially when the image size is large, when the number of labels is large or when the number of iteration is large.
